
 
 

 

 

Situation-Judgment Questions:  

*Adapted from The Interview Guys website  

• If you didn’t agree with a decision your supervisor made, what would you do? 
• Imagine you’re working on a project, and you and a colleague disagree about how to proceed. How would you 

handle it? 
• If you’re working on an assignment, and the situation gets stressful, what would you do to stay focused? 
• How would you persuade someone to do things your way? 
• If you encountered a challenging issue, how would you go about explaining it to a patient? 
• Picture a situation where you’re given two high-priority tasks. How would you determine what to do first? 
• How would you handle it if you saw a colleague acting in an unsafe manner with a patient? 
• If you’re given multiple tasks with challenging deadlines, how would you make sure you remain organized 

while handling them? 
• How would you handle it if you saw a fellow student cheating? 
• If you were asked to step up and take on leadership responsibilities but didn’t feel comfortable doing so, what 

would you do? 
• Dealing with patients can be unpredictable. What would you do if one became hostile? 
• Imagine you’re starting to experience feelings of burnout. What would you do? 
• You see your professional school professor deliver feedback to a classmate publicly, using insulting and 

aggressive language in regards to their performance. What do you do? 
• How would you handle it if you received negative – but not constructive – feedback from a classmate? 
• What would you do if you received negative – but not constructive – feedback from your professional school 

professor? 
• How would you handle a patient who isn’t happy with your care even though you’ve done nothing wrong and 

they’re actually the ones who haven’t been compliant with the suggested treatment? 
• If you introduced an idea for solving a critical problem and your input was ignored by your colleagues, what 

would you do? 
• How would you react if a colleague began taking credit for your work? 
• What would you do if you were assigned to work closely with a colleague that you didn’t see eye-to-eye with? 
• If an unexpected situation required you to redo a significant amount of work to adjust to a required change, 

how would you react? 
• If a colleague asked for your feedback on a task they handled, and you saw issues with their work, what would 

you do? 
• You’re on a tight deadline with a project. Then, a colleague asks for help on their high-priority task. What do 

you do? 
• You have a choice. You can do something reasonably well and fast or exceptionally well and slow. Which do 

you choose? 
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